Recurrent Face Aging with Hierarchical AutoRegressive Memory.
Modeling the aging process of human faces is important for cross-age face verification and recognition. In this paper, we propose a Recurrent Face Aging (RFA) framework which takes as input a single image and automatically outputs a series of aged faces. The hidden units in the RFA are connected autoregressively allowing the framework to age the person by referring to the previous aged faces. Due to the lack of labeled face data of the same person captured in a long range of ages, traditional face aging models split the ages into discrete groups and learn a one-step face transformation for each pair of adjacent age groups. Since human face aging is a smooth progression, it is more appropriate to age the face by going through smooth transitional states. In this way, the intermediate aged faces between the age groups can be generated. Towards this target, we employ a recurrent neural network whose recurrent module is a hierarchical triple-layer gated recurrent unit which functions as an autoencoder. The bottom layer of the module encodes the input to a latent representation, and the top layer decodes the representation to a corresponding aged face. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework.